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Selective adaptation is among the most extensively
documented phenomena in vision research. Some
classical examples involve the effect of prolonged
exposure to suprathreshold, high contrast sine gratings
on sensitivityto sine gratingspresented at thresholdlevel
contrasts. Decreased sensitivity (threshold elevation) is
obtained,but the effect of adaptationis selectivelylinked
to specific attributes of the adapting grating. Thus,
adaptation effects are observed only if the adapting and
test stimuli are similar in spatial frequency and orientation (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Pantle & Sekuler,
1968).In some studies, the effects of adaptationare only
partially selective. For example, if an adapting grating is
moving, contrast sensitivityis decreased more when test
gratings are moved in the adapting than in the opposite
direction (Sekuler & Ganz, 1963),but there is also some
reduction in contrast sensitivityin the opposite direction
(Levinson & Sekuler, 1975; Pantle & Sekuler, 1969).
Selective adaptation has also been studied for more
complex patterns,but now instead of observingthe effect

T stimulus on detection Rthresholds,
of the adapting
investigators have studied the effect of the adapting
stimulus on perception when viewing ambiguous,
bistable figures(we refer to these as thresholdadaptation
and bistabilityadaptationparadigms,respectively).Some
time ago, Hochberg (1950) studied the perceptually
ambiguous Maltese cross (a circle divided into eight
equal sectorsof alternatingblack and white color). Either
a black cross is seen against a white background or a
white cross is seen against a black background. Perception was biasedby varyingthe luminanceof the surround.
Prolonged inspection (up to 5 rein) of a version biased
toward the perception of one pattern (e.g., the black
cross) increasedthe likelihoodthat the alternativepattern
(the white cross) would be perceived when the ambiguous version of the stimuluswas subsequentlypresented.
The effect, however,was obtainedonly if the black cross
was in the same orientationduringthe adaptationand test
phases of the experiment. More recently, Nawrot &
Blake (1989) studied the perceived direction of threedimensionalrotation for the two-dimensionalprojection
of spots of light on a rotating, transparent sphere.
Following prolonged exposure to a version biased such
that the near surface perceptually rotated to the left, the
perceived rotation for an unbiased test sphere tended to
be to the right, providing the rotation axis was the same
during adaptation and test.
Kruse e a (1986) have provided evidence for
selective adaptation effects with motion quartets. These
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Rectangular Motion Quartet
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FIGURE1. Illustrationof the apparent motionstimuli presented in this
study and the motionpatterns that are perceivedfor each. The open and
solid squares indicate the dot positions on odd- and even-numbered
frames, respectively. Only horizontal motion is perceived for the
rectangular motion quartet with the large aspect ratios; either
horizontal or vertical motion can be perceived for the rectangular
motion quartets with aspect ratios near 1.0. Rectangular motion
quartets with different aspects ratios were presented during the
adapting phases of Experiments 1-4; rectangular motion quartets with
aspects ratios near 1.0 were presented during the post-adaptation,test
phases of Experiments 1, 2, 3 and 5. The translation motion stimuli
were presented during the adaptation phase of Experiment 2. Only
horizontal motion was perceived for these stimuli, regardless of their
aspect ratio. The trapezoidal quartets were presented during the postadaptation, test phase of Experiment 4 and the adaptation phase of
Experiment 5. The perception of oblique motion competed with the
perception of either horizontal motion (for the horizontally oriented,
trapezoidal quartets) or vertical motion (for the vertically oriented,
trapezoidal quartets).

*Activationlevel and reduced sensitivity are typically associated with
the intensity of stimulus attributes. For example, the brighter the
adapting stimulus, the greater the reduction in light sensitivity
(Mueller, 1951), and the greater the adapting contrast, the greater
the reduction in contrast sensitivity (Blakemore & Campbell,
1969).

.-

apparent motion stimuli are formed by simultaneously
presenting two points of light corresponding to the
diagonally opposite corners of an imaginary rectangle,
then simultaneouslypresenting the two points of lights
corresponding to the other diagonally opposite corners,
then the firstpair again, then the secondpair again, and so
on. Both dots are perceived to move vertically,though in
opposite directions, or both dots are perceived to move
horizontally,again in opposite directions(see top of Fig.
1). Kruse and colleagues’adapting quartet had an aspect
ratio (vertical/horizontaldistance between the dot positions) of 2.26, which strongly favors the perception of
horizontal motion. The effect of prolonged viewing of
this biased adaptingquartetwas to increasethe likelihood
of vertical motion being perceived for the subsequently
presented, neutral test quartet (its aspect ratio was 1.13).
Kruse et a (1986) found that adaptation was strongest
when the temporal frequency of the test quartet was the
same as that of the adapting quartet.
In all these cases, it is assumed that the effect of
adaptation is to reduce the sensitivity of detectors
selective to one of the alternative percepts, and thereby,
to reduce their activation by the subsequentlypresented,
unbiased test stimulus.* We have further investigated
adaptationeffects in the motion quartetparadigmfor two
reasons. The first is that even for highly biased versions
of the motion quartet, it is likely that both horizontaland
vertical motion detectors are activated. For example,
when the aspect ratio of the motion quartet strongly
biases the percept to favor horizontal motion, vertical
motion will rarely, if ever, be perceived. However,
vertical motion is always perceived when the same
apparent motion stimulus is presented in a non-competing situation,i.e., when the alternatingpair of dots is not
embedded in the motion quartet and is displaced by the
same vertical distancesthat result in a strongbias against
the perception of vertical motion within the motion
quartet.Therefore, it is likely that detectingunits for both
horizontal and vertical motion are stimulated simultaneouslyby motion quartets,though the perceived motion
is either horizontal or vertical, never both at the same
time. On this basis it was possible to ask whether
adaptationis selectiveto the perceivedmotion directions,
or whether adaptation effects can also occur for the
unperceived motion directions.
The second reason for studyingadaptationeffects with
motion quartets is that unlike other stimuli used in the
bistability adaptation paradigm, the biased and neutral
versions of the motion quartet lie along a well-defined
continuum.Previous studies (Hock e a 1993; Hock &
Voss, 1990) have establishedthat the aspect ratio of the
motion quartet determines the relative stability of the
perceived horizontal and vertical motion. When the
aspect ratio favors one motion pattern, and that motion is
perceived,the perceptis more stablethan if theunfavored
motion pattern is perceived. This difference in stability,
which decreases as the aspect ratio is closer to 1.0, is
reflected in the likelihood of the perceived motion
directions spontaneously changing (stable percepts are
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less likely to spontaneously change than unstable
percepts). On this basis, we could vary the motion
quartet’s aspect ratio and determinewhether the stability
of the motion perceived during adaptation predicts
selectivity in adaptation (i.e., whether adaptation effects
are limited to perceived motion directions).
E

1

X

key to this experiment,as well as thosethat follow,
is that regardless of the aspect ratio of the adapting
motion quartet, only the results of trials for which
horizontalmotion was perceived for the entire adaptation
phase were evaluated. If adaptation depends only on the
motion pcrccivcd during the adaptation phase of each
trial, equal adaptationeffects would be observableduring
the subsequent test phase for all the adapting aspect
ratios; i.e., when horizontal motion is perceived for the
entire adapting phase, the likelihood of perceiving
vertical motion during the test phase would not depend
on the aspect ratio of the adapting quartet.
T

M

Two of the subjects were students
at Florida
u
Atlantic University (LH and ICE).Since they were well
practiced with the motion quartets, they were aware that
the perception of both vertical and horizontalmotionwas
possible.* Both, however, were naive with respect to the
purpose of the experiment (as were SB, SP, and GB in
subsequent experiments). The first author, also well
practiced, was the third subject. All subjects had normal
or corrected-to-normalvision.
S
Pairs of white dots were presentedover
t a series
of frames against the dark background of a MacintoshII
RGB monitor. The size of each dot was one pixel,
intercepting a visual angle of 1.6 min from the 80 cm
viewing distance (maintained by a head restraint). The
luminance of each dot was 12.8 cd/m2. Each experimentaltrial was composedof an adaptationand test phase
separated by a 390 msec blank interval. Motion quartets
presented during each phase were structured into a series
of two-frame display cycles: Two dots correspondingto
the opposite diagonal corners of an imaginary rectangle
were presented for 195 msec, then on the next frame two
dots corresponding to the other diagonal corners of the
imaginary rectangle were presented for 195 msec. The
resulting temporal frequency, 2.6 Hz, was too slow for
adaptationeffects observedin this studyto be attributable
to the breakdownof apparentmotion (Anstis e a 1985;
Finlay & Von Griinau, 1987).
The horizontal distance between the dot positionswas
alwaysfour pixels (6.4 min visual angle).The aspectratio
of the rectangular motion quartets was varied by
changing the vertical distancebetween the dot positions;
for all aspect ratios the locationsof the top two dots was
S

*Girgus et a (1977) have found that adaptation effects in the
bistability adaptation paradigm often are not obtained when
subjects are unaware of the alternative to the pattern perceived
during adaptation.
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the same and the vertical distance between the top and
bottom dot positions varied from 4.8 to 14.4 min. The
resultant aspect ratio (the vertical divided by the
horizontal distance between dot positions) during the
entire adaptationphase of each trial was either 0.75, 1.0,
1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0 or 2.25. The aspect ratio during the
entire test phaseof each trialwas either 1.0or 1.25.Either
horizontalor vertical motion was
P perceived during each
phase (top of Fig. 1). In order to minimizepossible intertribaleffects, an “interrupting” sequence of frames was
presented at the end of each trial. The upper-left and
lower-rightdots of the motionquartetwith an aspect ratio
of 1.0 were presented in alternationfor twelve 195 msec
frames, resulting in a percept with a continually
reversing, diagonal motion path.
Two points regarding the motion quartets are of
particular importance. First, the distance over which
horizontalmotionwas perceivedwas the same for all the
adapting and test quartets. Thus, evidence for aspect
ratio-dependent reductions in sensitivity to horizontal
motion during the test phase would not be attributableto
e
adaptation/testdifferencesin
the pathlengthor the speed
b
of the perceived horizontal
motion. Second, for all the
aspect ratios studied,when only the right (or left) pair of
dots are presented in alternation, vertical motion is
readily perceived. Thus, horizontal motion did not
dominate for large aspect ratio quartets because the
vertical distance between dot positionswas too great for
apparent motion to be seen.
The adaptationphase of each trial was composedof six
two-frame display cycles, and thei test phase of each trial
was composed of three two-frame display cycles.
Although the brief adaptation interval (2.4 see) is not
unique [e.g., Sekuler & Ganz (1963) obtained adaptation
effects for 5 sec adaptationintervals],it made it possible
for us to carry out the objectives of the experiment. If
long adaptation intervals had been required, the rate of
spontaneousswitching to vertical motion during adaptation would have been too high to measure the adaptive
effect of perceived horizontalmotion for adapting aspect
ratios close to 1.0.
P
Subjects were instructed
r to look at each
quartet without attempting to focus their attention on a
particular location.After each trial, subjectspressed one
of two keys on the computer keyboard with fingers of
their left hand to indicate whether or not the perceived
motionwas horizontalduringthe e
adaptationphase,
and then pressed one of two keys with fingers of their
right hand to indicatewhether or not vertical motion was
perceived any time during the test phase.
D
All 14 combinations of the seven adaptation
e
aspect ratios and two test aspect ratios were presented
equally often, their order randomized in blocks of 28
trials. LH participatedin six testing sessions;KE and HH
participated in four testing sessions (there were 8 blocks
of 28 trials per session, with a variable rest period after
the fourth block).
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FIGURE 2. Experiment 1: The effect of the rectangular adapting
quartet’s aspect ratio on the proportion of trials for which vertical
motion was perceived anytime during the test phase (the rectangular
test quartetehad aspect ratios of 1.0or 1.25).Data are reportedonlyfor
trials during which horizontal motion was perceived for the entire
adaptation phase (there were too few data points when the adapting
aspect ratio was 0.75 for the results to be inchrded in the graphs).
Standard errors for each subject (over sessions) and mean standard
errors are indicated by error bars.
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Aspect Ratio of Rectangular Motion!
Quartet During Adaptation Phase
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FIGURE3.s Experiment 1c (additional
trials
a o results): the proportionof
t
u which vertical motionwas
u
a
h a
p
for
perceived
anytime duringthe
test phase
as a function of the aspect ratio of the two-frame adapting quartets.
Data are reported only for trials during which horizontal motion was
perceived for the adapting quartet (aspect ratios were 2.25 or 1.25 for
the adapting quartets and 1.25 for the test quartet). Standarderrors of
the difference between the 2.25 and 1.25 adapting aspect ratios (over
sessions) are indicated by error bars.
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more, if adaptationeffectswere selectiveto the particular
geometry of the pattern perceived during adaptation,
there would have been more adaptation for the adapting
quartets with aspect ratios near 1.0, which were
geometrically the most similar to the test quartets. It
was concluded, therefore, that the adaptation effect
depended on the aspect ratio of the adapting quartet,
but did not simply depend on the motion directions
perceived during adaptation.
A
r
T
brevity dof the adaptation e
interval in Experiment 1 (2.4 see) makes it unlikely that
the observed adaptation effect was the result of neural
fatigue (Maffei e a 1973).To strengthenthis point, an
additionalexperimenttested for the effects of adaptation
intervalsof 0.4 see, sufficienttime for only a single,twos
frame apparent motion sequence. Motion quartets
with
aspect ratios of 2.25 and 1.25 were presented for one
display cycle during the adaptation phase of each trial,
and as before, a quartet with an aspect ratio of 1.25 was
presented for three display cycles during the test phase.
The centersof the adaptingstimulicorrespondedwith the
center of the screen, and following a 495 msec blank
interval, the test quartet was presented 24 min from
center in one of eight randomly selected directions.
Results were again analyzed only for trials in which
horizontal motion was perceived during the adaptation
phase. As before, vertical motion was perceived for the
test quartet more often followingthe 2.25 comparedwith
the 1.25 adapting quartet (Fig. 3). Given the minimal
duration of the adaptationinterval, it could be concluded
that the adaptation effect was not the result of neural
fatigue.

Consistent with previous studies (Hock e a 1993;
Hock & Voss, 1990), horizontal motion was perceived
for the entire adapting duration more often for the
adapting quartets with the larger aspect ratios (averages
were 98, 99, 97, 95, 80, 29, and 3 of the trials for
adapting aspect ratios of 2.25, 2.0, 1.75, 1.5, 1.25, 1.0,
and 0.75, respectively). Adaptation effects were measured for these trials by determining the frequency with
which vertical motionwas seen duringthe test phase.The
resultsfor all three subjectsindicatethat the perceptionof
vertical motion during the test phase increased as the
aspect ratio of the quartet presented during the adapting
phase was increased (Fig. 2). If the perceiver’s postadaptation motion sensitivity depended only on the
motion perceived during adaptation,equal effects would
have been obtained in the test phase for all the adapting
aspect ratios since the reported data are limited to trials
i
for which the perceived motion during adaptation was D
Visual adaptationconcernsthe adjustmentof the visual
always horizontal, regardless of aspect ratio. Further-
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system to the immediate conditions of stimulation. The
adjustment can occur over a wide range of time scales.
For example, it can involve increases and decreases in
sensitivity over long time scales (e.g., dark and light
adaptation), or decreases in sensitivityover a short time
scale (e.g., motion adaptation; Sekuler & Ganz, 1963 as
well as the current study). Gain control mechanisms
(Walraven e a 1990) rather than neural fatigue are
likely to be the basis for changes in sensitivityoccurring
over very brief adapting intervals.
Previous studies using the bistabiiity adaptation
paradigm have typically concluded that sensitivity to a
pattern perceivedfor a bistablestimulushas been reduced
(i.e., there has been an adaptation effect) when its postadaptation frequency of perception is reduced compared
with its base frequency of perception (when there is no
prior adaptation). Although this kind of comparison has
been successful in the threshold-adaptation paradigm
(e.g., Blakemore & Campbell, 1969), it has not been
introduced in the present study because of the inherent
difficulty of establishing truly neutral conditions for
determining base frequencies of perception for bistable
stimuli. When a relatively neutral bistable stimulus is
presentedover a series of trials, the frequencywith which
a pattern is perceived is stronglyinfluencedby hysteresis
effects; i.e., the perceived pattern tends to be the same as
the previouslyperceived pattern (e.g., Hock et a 1993),
so the initially perceived pattern may dominate the
measurement. The problem is not necessarily alleviated
by includingless neutralversionsof the bistablestimulus
in the test set (e.g., other aspectratios)since the measured
base frequenciesof perception for a bistable stimulusare
likely to vary with the particular context in which it is
presented. From this point of view, the best evidence for
adaptation in previous studies has come not from
comparison with non-adaptation, base frequencies; but
from the differential effects of a specific, adaptatibndependentparameter;e.g., selectivityto the orientationof .
the adapting cross in Hochberg (1950). Our conclusion
that there were adaptation-dependentchanges in sensitivitv in Experiment 1 was based on the differentialeffect
of tie va~i~usadapting aspect ratios on the perception of
vertical motion during the test phase of each trial.
E

2

X

If adaptation in Experiment 1 only depended on the
motion perceived during the adaptation phase, equal
adaptation effects would have been obtained for all the
adapting aspect ratios. This was because: (1) the reported
data were limited to trials for which the perceivedmotion
during adaptation was always horizontal, regardless of
aspect ratio; and (2) the aspect ratio was varied by
changing the vertical distance between the dots, so the
horizontalmotion seen during adaptationand test was the
same for all aspect ratios. The purpose of Experiment 2
was to determine whether the effect of the adapting
aspect.ratio was due to the activation of vertical motion
detectors by the motion quartet, even though horizontal
motion was being perceived.
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This hypothesiswas tested by comparing the adaptive
effects of the horizontal apparent motion perceived with
motion quartets, for which activation of vertical motion
detectors is possible, to the adaptive effects of the
horizontal motion perceived for purely translational
apparent motion stimuli (Fig. 1). Given the +60 deg
bandwidth of directionally selective motion detectors
(Ball e a 1983),activationof vertical motion detectors
by the horizontal, translational stimuli is likely to be
minimal. Hence, reductions in sensitivityduring adaptation to the horizontal, translational stimulus would
primarily involve horizontal motion detectors, and the
perception of vertical motion would be enhanced during
the test phase. If, however, vertical as well as horizontal
motion detectors are activated by the motion quartet,
reduced sensitivity to horizontal motion could be
accompanied by reduced sensitivity to vertical motion
(i.e., both adapt), and/or the activation of horizontal
detectors (and therefore, their adaptation) could be
reduced as a result of inhibitory interactionsoriginating
from the activatedvertical detectors(Snowden, 1989).In
either case, less perception of vertical motion would be
expectedfor test quartetswhen there is more activationof
vertical motion during the adaptationphase.
M

The intervalbetween the adapting(six
S
t display
cycles) and test (three displaycycles)phases of each trial
was 495 msec. Trials in which motion quartets were
presented during adaptation were randomly interleaved
with trials in which translational motion stimuli were
presented during adaptation. The test stimulus was
always a motion quartet. The aspect ratio of the quartets
presented during adaptation was 2.25 or 1.25 (the
horizontal distance between dot positions was 6.4 min
and the vertical distancewas either 14.4 or 8.0 rein). The
translationalmotion stimuli presented during adaptation
had corresponding aspect ratios (the vertical distance
between the dots was “14.4or 8.0 rein; their horizontal
displacement was 6.4 rein). Like the quartets, the
translational stimuli were structured into a series of
two-frame display cycles; two dots correspondingto the
leftmost comers of an imaginary rectangle were presented for 195 msec, then the two dots correspondingto
the rightmost corners of the Pimaginary rectangle were
presented for 195 msec. The centers of all the adapting
stimuli correspondedwith the center of the screen, and
the center of the rectangularmotion quartet (aspect ratio
= 1.25)presented during the test phase was displaced 24
min from center in one of eight randomly selected
directions.
P
T first response at the
r end of each trial
indicated whether horizontal motion was perceived for
the entire adaptationphase; the second indicatedwhether
vertical motion was perceived anytime during the test
phase. There were 16 blocks of 12 randomly ordered
trials (2 aspect ratios x 2 stimulus-typesx 3 repetitions)
during each of two testing sessions, with a variable rest
period after the eighth block.
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Aspect Ratio of Translating Motion Stimuli (T) and
Rectangular Motion Quartets (Q) During Adaptation Phase

FIGURE 4. Experiment 2: the proportion of trials for which vertical motion was perceived anytime during the test phase
(rectangular test quartets with an aspect ratio of 1.25) following adaptation with rectangular motion quartets or translational
motion stimuli (adapting aspect ratios were 2.25 or 1.25).Data are reported only for trials duringwhich horizontalmotionwas
perceived for the entire adaptationphase. Standarderrors of the differencebetweenthe translationaland quartet stimuli for each
subject (over sessions) and over subjects are indicated by error bars.
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Horizontal motion was perceived during the entire
adaptation phase on 100% of the trials for the translational motion stimuli and the 2.25 aspect ratio quartet,
and on an average of 54?%of the trials for the 1.25 aspect
ratio quartet. As in Experiment 1, vertical motion was
perceived more often for the test quartet when the
adapting quartet had a 2.25 compared with a 1.25 aspect
ratio; the difference was substantially greater than the
standarderror of the differencefor all three subjects(Fig.
4). In addition,vertical motionwas perceived more often
for the test quartets following adaptation to the translational stimuli compared with the motion quartets. This
difference was large and reliable for the 1.25 adapting
aspect ratio, which was consistent with the hypothesis
that adaptation effects would be influenced by the
activation of vertical motion detectors for the motion
quartet. The translational/quartetdifference was smaller
for the 2.25 adapting aspect ratio (it was unreliable for
one subject).This was consistentwith the relativelyweak
activationof vertical motion detectorsby the 2.25 aspect
ratio adapting quartet and the minimal activation of
vertical motion detectors by the horizontal,translational
stimulus.
D

i

Strong adaptation effects were obtained when only
horizontal motion detectors were activated during
adaptation; i.e., the perception of vertical motion was
enhanced for the test stimulus following adaptationwith
the horizontal,translationalstimuli.When it was possible
for vertical motion detectors to be activated during the
adaptation phase (especially for the 1.25 aspect ratio
quartet, for which the vertical distancewas similar to the
horizontaldistancebetween dot positions),the perception

s
of vertical motion for the test stimulus decreased.
This
was the case even though the analysis was restricted to
trials for which the activationof vertical detectorsduring
adaptation was not sufficient for vertical motion to be
perceived.
As indicatedearlier,there are two explanationsfor why
increasing the activation of vertical detectors during
adaptation would reduce the effect of adaptation on the
motion perceived during the test phase (the explanations
are not mutuallyexclusive).(1) If horizontaland vertical
detectors were similarly activated during the adaptation
phase, they would be similarlyadapted,so therewould be
no significant horizontal/vertical changes in detector
sensitivityto influenceperception during the subsequent
test phase. (2) Activated vertical detectors could have
reduced the activation of horizontal detectors because
vertical and horizontal motion detectors are mutually
inhibitory(Snowden, 1989);the greater the activationof
vertical detectors, the greater the inhibitory suppression
of horizontal detector activation during the adaptation
phase, and therefore, the less the influence of the
horizontalmotion perceived during the adaptationphase
on the motion perceived during the test phase.
It remained conceivable, however, that vertical
detectors are as strongly activated for the 2.25 as for
s
c quartets
the 1.25 aspect
ratio adapting quartet, but the
presented during the test phase were not appropriatefor
detecting the effects of vertical adaptation for the 2.25
aspect ratio. This possibility arises because the adapting
and test stimuli were matched with regard to the
horizontal, but not the vertical distance between dot
positions on successive frames. Thus, the vertical
detectors stimulated by the 2.25 adapting quartets may
have differed from those stimulated by the 1.25 test
quartets in terms of either their selectivity for different
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horizontalmotionwas perceivedfor the entire adaptation
phase,Ureplicatedpreviousevidencethat
the
I
A
A perceptionof
vertical motion during the test phase was greater
following adaptation with the 2.25 compared with the
1.25 aspect ratio quartet (Fig. 5). The observed effect of
the adaptingaspect ratio on the motion perceived for the
test quartet could therefore be attributed to the same
verticalmotiondetectorsbeing differentiallyactivatedby
the 2.25 and 1.25 aspect ratio adapting quartets, rather
than different vertical detectors (with different spatial
scale or speed selectivity) being activated by the
.
.
adaptation and test quartets.*

J

,

.

Aspect Ratio of Rectangular Motion
Quartet During Adaptation Phase

E
FIGURE5. Experiment 2 (additional results): the proportionof trials
for which vertical motionwas perceived anytime during the test phase
as a functionof the aspect ratio (2.25 or 1,25)of the adaptingquartets.
The vertical inter-dot distance for the test quartet was matched to that
of the adaptingquartet with a 2.25aspect ratio (the test quartet’saspect
ratio was 1.29). Data are reported only for trials during which
horizontal motion was perceived for the entire adaptation phase.
Standarderrors of the difference between the translational and quartet
stimuli for each subject (over sessions) and over subjects are indicated
by error bars.

spatial scales or different speeds. As a result, reductions
in vertical detector sensitivityfollowingadaptationto the
2.25 aspect ratio quartet may not have been observable
for the 1.25 aspect ratio test quartet. An additional
experiment addressed this possibility.
A
r
The adapting stimuli
d
were rectangular motion quartets with aspect ratios of 2.25 or 1.25;
as before, the horizontal distance between dot positions
was 6.4 min and the vertical distancewas 14.4or 8.0 min.
The test quartetwas modifiedin this experimentto match
the 2.25 aspect ratio adapting quartet with regard to the
14.4 min vertical distance between dot positions (the
horizontal distance between dot positions was increased
to 11.2min for the test quartet,resultingin an aspectratio
of 1.29). The experiment was otherwise identical to
Experiment 2. If previously observed effects of adapting
aspect ratio were an artifact of the 1.25 but not the 2.25
adaptingquartetmatchingthe 1.25test quartetin terms of
vertical distance between dot positions, the match now
favors the 2.25 adapting quartet, so the reverse of the
previous results should be obtained. That is, by this
argumentless vertical motion would be perceived for the
enlarged test quartet following adaptation with the 2.25
compared with the 1.25 aspect ratio, because motion
perception for the enlarged test quartet would be
influencedonly by adaptive reductions in the sensitivity
of the vertical motion detectors activated by the 2.25
adapting aspect ratio.
The results, again analyzed only for trials in which
*Effects associated with differences in selectivity for spatial scale or
speed might be observable for larger differences between the
dimensionsof the adapting and test quartets.

3

X

The purpose of this experiment was to determine
whether there is a relationship between the differential
effect of the adaptingquartet’saspect ratio on the motion
perceivedfor the test quartet,and the differentialeffect of
the quartet’s aspect ratio on its stability. The preceding
experiments indicate that adaptation effects depend on
the relative activationof horizontalcompared to vertical
motion detectors during adaptation, and it is likely that
the stability of the motion quartet also depends on the
relative activation of horizontal compared to vertical
detectors.Hock e a (1993)have shownthat the stability
of the horizontalmotion perceived for the motion quartet
increases with the aspect ratio of the quartet; increasing
the aspect ratio presumably increases the activational
advantage of the horizontal motion detectors, making it
less likely that random fluctuationsfavoring the percepmotion could produce sspontaneous
etion of vertical
d
i
changes in perceived motion direction.
In addition to aspect ratio, the stability of perceived
motion varies with the temporal frequency with which
motion quartets are presented (Kruse e a 1986). That
is, higher temporal frequencies(briefer frame durations)
result in a higherrate of spontaneouschange between the
perception of horizontal and vertical motion than lower
temporalfrequencies(longer frame durations).If adaptation effects are related to the stability of the adapting
stimulus, a stronger adapting effect would be expected
for motion quartets presented with longer frame durations.
M

Adaptation effects were measured as in the preceding
experiments. In addition, the stability of the perceived
horizontal motion was measured by determining the
frequency with which horizontal motion that was
perceived at the start of a trial spontaneously changes
to vertical motion sometime later in the trial.
S
T adaptationtrials had the same structureas
t
in the precedingexperiment.During the adaptationphase
of each trial the aspectratio of the rectangularquartetwas
2.25 or 1.25 and the frame durationwas 495 or 195msec.
During the test phase the aspect ratio was 1.25 and the
frame duration 195 msec. Trials measuring the stability
of the perceived horizontal motion were composed of
nine uninterrupted display cycles with the rectangular
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FIGURE 6. Experiment 3, stability measurements (ordinate on the left side of each graph): the proportionof trials for which
there are no spontaneous changes to vertical motion after horizontal motion was perceived at the start of the trial (frame
durationswere 495 or 195msec; aspect ratios were 2.25or 1.25).Experiment3, adaptationmeasurements(ordinateon the right
side of each graph): the proportionof trials for which vertical motion was perceived anytime during the test phase following
adaptation with rectangular motion quartets with frame durationsof 495 or 195 msec (aspect ratios were 2.25 or 1.25 for the
adaptingquartets and 1.25for the rectangulartest quartet). Data are reportedonlyfor trials duringwhich horizontalmotionwas
perceived for the entire adaptationphase. Standarderrors of the difference between the 495 and 195 msec frame durationsfor
each subject (over sessions) and over subjects are indicated by error bars for both stability and adaptation measurements.

motion quartets.The aspect ratio was either 1.25 or 2.25,
and the frame duration was either 195 or 495 msec.
P
For trials measuring ther adaptive effect of
perceived horizontalmotion, the first response at the end
of a trial indicated whether horizontal motion was
perceived during the entire adaptation phase and the
second indicated whether vertical motion was perceived
anytime during the test phase. For trials measuring the
stabilityof perceived horizontalmotion,the firstresponse
indicated whether the motion perceived at the start of
each trial was horizontal and the second indicated
whether a spontaneous switch to the perception of
vertical motion occurred anytime later in the trial. There
were three sets of 96 trials during each of two testing

sessions,two measuring adaptationand a third, intervening set measuring stability, with a variable rest period
between the osets. Each set of 96 consistedof 8 blocks
of
c
12 randomly ordered trials (2 aspect ratios x 2 frame
durationsx 3 repetitions).
R

e

For the stability measurements, the motion perceived
at the start of each trial was horizontalfor all trials with
the 2.25 aspect ratio and for 32 and 92% of the trials (for
KE and HH, respectively)with the 1.25 aspect ratio. As
in Chaudhuri & Glaser (1991), frame duration did not
affect the frequency with which horizontal motion was
perceived at the start of each trial for either aspect ratio.

=
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However, as in Kruse et a (1986), frame duration
strongly affected the stabilityof the perceived horizontal
motion once it was established.That is, when the aspect
ratio was 1.25 (measured stability was at ceiling when it
was 2.25), horizontal motion was perceived without
spontaneouschange to vertical motion more often for the
495 than the 195 msec frame duration (Fig. 6); the
difference was much greater than the standard error of
measurement for both subjects.As in Hock et a (1993)
and Hock & Voss (1990), perceived horizontal motion
was more stable for the 2.25 than the 1.25 aspect ratio.
For the adaptation measurements, horizontal motion
was perceived during the entire adaptation phase on
every trial for the 2.25 adapting aspect ratio, on an
average of 60!%of trials for the 1.25 aspect ratio, 495
msec frame duration, and on an average of 50% of trials
for the 1.25 aspect ratio, 195 msec frame duration. The
effect of adapting to the motion quartets with the 195
msec frame duration was as in the preceding experiments; following adaptation phases during which only
horizontal motion was seen, vertical motion was
perceived more often during the test phase, when the
adaptingmotion quartet had a higher aspect ratio (Fig. 6).
However, for the 1.25 adapting aspect ratio, the
perception of vertical motion during the post-adaptation
test phase was greater when the frame duration during
adaptationwas 495 msec compared with when it was 195
msec (the difference was much greater than the standard
error of the difference for both subjects). This effect of
frame duration on the size of the adaptation effect was
obtained despite the opposite result being favored by the
potential selectivity of adaptation to the temporal
frequency of the adapting quartet [Kruse et a (1986)
found that the adaptation effect was greater when the
temporal frequency was the same during adaptation and
test than when it differed].
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their activation is small (the 1.25 aspect ratio quartet),
they could adapt similarly, and changes in horizontal/
vertical detector sensitivity would only minimally
influencemotionperceptionfor the test quartet.A second
possibility (which does not preclude the first) is that
increased activation of vertical motion detectors during
adaptation increases the inhibitory suppression of
horizontaldetectoractivation(Snowden, 1989),reducing
the extent to which horizontal motion detectors adapt.
The adaptation of perceived horizontal motion and
unperceivedvertical motionwere independentlytested in
this experiment by the presentation of trapezoidal test
quartets (Fig. 1). For the horizontallyoriented, trapezoidal quartet, the perceptionof either horizontalor oblique
motion is possible; differences in the adaptation of
horizontal motion detectors while perceiving horizontal
motion for the rectangular adapting quartets were
indicated by differences in the perception of oblique
motion during the test phase. For the vertically oriented,
trapezoidal test quartet, the perception of either vertical
or oblique motion was possible; differences in the
adaptation of vertical motion detectors while perceiving
horizontal motion for the rectangular adapting quartets
again were indicated by differences in the perception of
oblique motion during the test phase (the possibilitythat
the perception of oblique motion depends on the
activation,and adaptation,of both vertical and horizontal
motion detectors is addressed in Experiment 5).
M

frame duration was 195 msect and the
S
T
interval between the adapting (6 display cycles) and test
(3 displaycycles) phases of each trial was 495 msec. The
adapting stimuluswas a rectangular motion quartet with
aspect ratio of 2.25 or 1.25; the horizontal distance
between the dot positions was 6.4 min and the vertical
distance was
or
D
i
s 14.4 or 8.0 min. Either the horizontally
c
vertically
oriented,
trapezoidal
quartet
was
presented
of the adaptation effect in this and the
T
s
i
preceding experiments was correlated with the stability duringthe test phase.The distancesbetween dot positions
of the horizontal motion perceived for the adapting along the parallel short and long sides of the trapezoidal
quartet. This was the case regardless of whether the quartetswere 3.2 and 16.0 rein, the distancebetween the
stabilitystemmed from the quartet’saspect ratio or frame parallel sides was 6.4 rein, and the oblique sides always
duration. Stability predicts adaptation effects in this formed a 45 deg angle with the parallel sides.* The
paradigm because both reflect the relative activation of centers of both adapting quartets correspondedwith the
center of the screen, and the centers of both test quartets
horizontal vs vertical motion detectors.
were displaced 24 min from center in one of eight
randomly selected directions. The “interrupting” stimuE
4
X lus at the end of each trial (to minimizepossibleinter-trial
P
T purpose of this experimentwas to determinewhy effects) was a single dot presented during each of 13
the activation of vertical motion detectors influences frames on a different corner of an imaginary 9.6 min
adaptation, even though horizontal motion is perceived. square such that all possible horizontal, vertical, and
As discussed in Experiment 2, both horizontal and oblique motion directionswere perceived once.
P
At the end of each rtrial subjects first
vertical detectors could adapt; when the difference in
indicated whether horizontal motion was perceived for
the rectangular adaptation quartet during the entire
*Thehorizontal
distances
betweendotpositions
forthehorizontallyadaptation phase, and then whether oblique motion was
oriented,trapezoidal
quartetwereincreased
by 1.6 min top and
perceived for the trapezoidal quartet anytime during the
bottom for subject KE in this experiment (but not Experiment 5)
since pilot work had suggestedthat horizontalmotionfor her would test phase. There were two sets of 72 trials duringeach of
four sessions (six for KE), one set with the horizontally
otherwise have been too dominant in relation to oblique motion.
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FIGURE 7. Experiment4: the proportionof trials for which oblique motionwas perceived anytime during the test phase (for
either the horizontally or vertically oriented, trapezoidal quartets) as a function of the aspect ratio (2.25 or 1.25) of the
rectangular adapting quartet. Data are reported only for trials during which horizontal motion was perceived for the entire
adaptation phase. Standard errors of the difference between the 2.25 and 1.25 adapting aspect ratios for each subject (over
sessions) and over subjects are indicated by error bars.

oriented and the other with the vertically oriented,
trapezoidal test quartet, with a variable rest period
between them (their order was alternated on successive
sessions).Each set of 72 trials consistedof four blocks of
18 randomly ordered trials (2 adapting aspect ratios x 9
repetitions).
R

e

Averaging over the four participating subjects, horizontal motion was seen for the entire adapting phase on
98% of the trials when the adapting rectangular quartet
had an aspect ratio of 2.25, and on 60% of the trialswhen
the adapting quartet had an aspect ratio of 1.25. The
proportion of trials for which oblique motion was
perceivedfor the trapezoidaltest quartetswas determined
on the basis of these trials.
When the orientationof the trapezoidaltest quartetwas

horizontal, so either oblique or horizontal motion could
be seen, oblique motion was perceived more often when
the rectangular adapting quartet’s aspect ratio was 2.25
compared with when it was 1.25 (top of Fig. 7). This
difference, which was reduced in size for SB (probably
because of floor effects), was substantially greater than
the standarderror of the differencefor the other subjects.
It indicated that the adaptation of horizontal
s motion
detectorswas greater for the 2.25 than the 1.25 adapting
aspect ratio.
When the orientationof the trapezoidaltest quartetwas
vertical, so either oblique or vertical motion could be
seen, oblique motionwas perceived more often when the
aspect ratio of the rectangular adapting quartet was 1.25
compared with when it was 2.25 (bottom of Fig. 7). This
difference was substantially greater than the standard
error of the differencefor all four subjects,indicatingthat

u
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the adaptationof vertical motiondetectorswas greater for
the 1.25 than the 2.25 adapting aspect ratio.
D

i

results for the horizontally oriented, trapezoidal
T
test quartets indicate that horizontal motion detectors
were more strongly activated for the 2.25 than the 1.25
adapting aspect ratio. Since horizontal motion was
established over the same displacement for both aspect
ratios, the difference in horizontal detector activation
must have been due to inhibition from activated vertical
motion detectors. The greater activation of vertical
motion detectors for the 1.25 than the 2.25 adapting
aspect ratio would result in a greater inhibitoryreduction
in the activation of horizontal motion detectors for the
1.25 aspect ratio, accounting for the smaller adaptive
reduction in horizontal detector sensitivity for the 1.25
compared with the 2.25 adapting aspect ratio (and thus,
less perception of oblique motion for the trapezoidaltest
quartet).
The results for the vertically oriented, trapezoidal test
quartetsindicatethat there was less perceptionof vertical
motion following adaptation to the 1.25 compared with
the 2.25 aspect ratio. Thus, there was adaptation of
vertical motion, even when vertical motion was not
perceived during the adaptation phase. The activation of
vertical motion detectors was stronger for the 1.25
compared with the 2.25 aspect ratio, so sensitivity to
vertical motion was more reduced by adaptation to the
1.25 aspect ratio (and there was more perception of
oblique motion for the trapezoidal test quartet).
Thus, both possibilitiesconsidered in the introduction
to this experiment were supported by its results. That is,
unperceived vertical motion as well as perceived
horizontal motion adapted, and the adaptation of
horizontal motion was reduced as a result of inhibitory
influencesfrom activated vertical motion detectors.
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effectively reversed the trial structure of Experiment 4,
Now the adapting stimuli were horizontallyor vertically
oriented, trapezoidalquartets (randomly mixed), and the
s was a neutral, rectangular motion
c quartet.
test stimulus
Only the results of trials for which oblique motion was
perceived during the entire adaptation phase were
evaluated(regardlessof the orientationof the trapezoidal
adapting quartet).
It was anticipatedthat vertical motion would adapt for
the vertically oriented, trapezoidal quartets and horizontal motion would adapt for the horizontally oriented,
trapezoidalquartets,even when only oblique motionwas
perceived during the adaptationphase of each trial. As a
result, the perception of vertical motion for the subsequently presented, rectangular test quartet would be
greater followingthe perceptionof obliquemotionfor the
horizontally oriented, trapezoidal adapting quartet (unseen horizontal motion adapts) compared with the
vertically oriented, trapezoidal adapting quartet (unseen
vertical motion adapts).
According to the alternative, componential view of
oblique motion perception, both vertical and horizontal
detectorswould be equally activatedfor both trapezoidal
quartets presented during adaptation (they differed by
only a 90 deg rotation),so therewould be no differencein
their effect on the subsequentlypresented test quartet.
M

S
T structureof each trial was identical
t to the
three preceding experiments.The adapting stimulus was
either a horizontally or vertically oriented, trapezoidal
quartet, and the test stimulus was a rectangular quartet
with an aspect ratio of 1.25 (their dimensionswere as in
Experiment4). The first response at the end of each trial
indicated whether oblique motion was perceived for the
trapezoidalquartetduringthe e
adaptationphase;the
second indicated whether vertical motion was perceived
for the rectangularmotion quartet anytimeduring the test
E
5
X phase.There were 16 blocksofP14 trials (2 orientationsof
An alternative account of the results obtained in the adapting quartetx 7 repetitions)during each of three
Experiment 4 for the vertically oriented, trapezoidaltest testing sessions, with a variable test period after the
quartet assumes that the perception of oblique motion eighth block.
depends on the activation of both vertical and horizontal
e
motion detectors. That is, rather than the differential R
Averaging
over
the
three
subjects,
the
frequency
with
adaptation of unperceived vertical motion, it could be
argued that oblique motion was more frequently which oblique motion was perceived during the entire
perceived following adaptation to the 1.25 compared adaptation phase was similar for the vertically oriented
with the 2.25 rectangular quartet because of the greater (54% of the trials) and horizontallyoriented, trapezoidal
reduction in sensitivity to the perceived horizontal quartets(59% of the trials). These frequenciesreflectthe
motion for the 2.25 adapting aspect ratio. The loss in relatively low stability of the perceived oblique motion.
sensitivityto its horizontalcomponentwould presumably When oblique motion was perceived at the start of the
be reflected in the reduced perception of oblique motion adaptation phase, there were frequent spontaneous
changes to either horizontal or vertical motion, dependfor the trapezoidal test quartets.
The purposeof this experimentwas to demonstratethat ing on the orientation of the trapezoidal quartet. The
the componentialview of oblique motion cannot account proportion of trials for which vertical motion was
for the adaptation effects observed in Experiment4, and perceived for the rectangulartest quartet was determined
in doing so, to providefurther evidencefor the adaptation on the basis of the trials for which oblique motion was
of unperceived motion directions that compete with perceived for the entire adaptationphase.
Vertical motion was perceived during the test phase
motion directions that are perceived. To do so, we
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FIGURE8. Experiment 5: the proportion of trials for which vertical
motion was perceived anytime during the test phase (the rectangular
test quartet had an aspect ratio of 1.25)followingadaptationwith either
horizontally or vertically oriented, trapezoidal quartets. Data are
reported only for trials duringwhich obliquemotionwas perceivedfor
the entire adaptation phase. Standard errors of the difference between
the horizontally and vertically oriented, trapezoidal adapting quartets
for each subject (over sessions)and over subjectsare indicatedby error

more often following adaptation to the horizontallythan
to the vertically oriented, trapezoidal quartet; the
difference was substantially greater than the standard
error for all three subjects (Fig. 8). In addition to ruling
out an account of Experiment 4’s results based on a
componential view of oblique motion perception (no
differences in adaptation would be expected for the two
orientationsof the adapting quartet), the resultsprovided
further and direct evidence for the adaptation of
unperceived motion directions that compete with the
motiondirectionsthat are perceivedduringthe adaptation
phase.
G

D

The experiments reported in this article indicate the
following. (1) Vertical motion detectors are activated
while horizontal motion is perceived for the motion
quartet.This conclusionfollowsfrom the reductionof the
adaptive effect of the horizontal motion perceived for
adaptingrectangularquartetsby the activationof vertical
motion detectors. Otherwise there would have been no
difference i Experiment 2 between the adapting effects
of the horizontalmotionperceivedfor rectangularmotion
quartets (vertical motion perception was possible) and
*Schoner & Hock (1995) have developed a. nonlinear, dynamical
model in which the relative ‘strength’of competingmotions (Burt
& Sperling, 1981) is treated as a parameter that controls the
“intrinsic forces” which influencethe formation of horizontaland
vertical motion patterns for motion quartets. The model demonstrates that differences in the relative stability of perceived motion
patterns can emerge from competitive interactions, throughwhich
the visual system is presumed to establish apparent motion
correspondences(Unman, 1979).

matching translational stimuli (only the perception of
horizontal motion was possible). (2) The relative
activation of horizontal and vertical detectors depends
on the aspect ratio of the motion quartet. Otherwisethere
would have been no effect of the adapting aspect ratio on
the size of the adaptation effect (Experiment 1). (3) The
activation of horizontal motion detectors is reduced by
inhibitory interactions with activated vertical motion
detectors. Otherwise, there would have been no difference in the perception of oblique motion for the
horizontally oriented, trapezoidal test quartet as a
function of the adapting aspect ratio (Experiment 4).
(4) Unperceived (but possible) motion directions can
adapt, dependingon the relative activation of horizontal
and vertical motion detectors. Otherwise, there would
have been no difference in the perception of oblique
motion for the vertically oriented,trapezoidaltest quartet
as a functionof the adaptingaspect ratio (Experiment4),
nor would it have mattered whether horizontalor vertical
motionwas unperceivedwhile oblique motionwas being
perceived for trapezoidal adapting quartets (Experiment
5). (5) The extent to which adaptation is selective to the
perceived motion is predicted by the stability of the
adapting quartet.
The horizontal motion perceived for rectangular
quartets with large aspect ratios is very stable. Spontaneous changes to the perception of vertical motion are
much less likely than is the case for rectangular quartets
with aspect ratios closer to one. The stability of the
adapting quartet predicts whether adaptation will be
selective to the perceived motion direction, because
stabilityas well as selectivityin adaptationdependon the
relative activation of horizontal and vertical detectors.
When the activation of horizontal detectors is substantiallygreater than the activationof vertical detectors,
the perceivedhorizontalmotion is stablebecause random
fluctuations favoring vertical motion are unlikely to
overcome the activational advantage of the horizontal
motion detectors.* Adaptation effects are then selective
E
to Ithe perceived
horizontal motionS because vertical
motion detectors are relatively “insulated” from the
effects of adaptationwhen their activationlevels are low
(inhibitory competition further suppressingtheir activation). The sensitivityof horizontal detectors is therefore
reduced much more than the sensitivity of vertical
detectors, and the persistence of these differences in
sensitivity until the test phase of each trial results in
substantial enhancement of vertical motion perception
for the test quartets. However, the adapting quartet
becomes less stable when the activation levels of
horizontaland vertical motion detectorsare more similar.
The sensitivitiesof horizontal and vertical detectors are
then reduced similarly by adaptation, which is now not
selective to the motion perceived during adaptation, so
relatively little perception of vertical motion is observed
for the test quartets compared with when horizontal and
vertical detectors are differentiallyadapted.
The value of stability as a predictor of selectivity in
adaptation is indicated by the results of Experiment3. It

N
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remains uncertain why frame duration (temporal frequency) would affect the relative activationof horizontal
and vertical motion detectors, so without knowledge of
its effects on perceptual stability (Kruse e a 1986),
there would have been no a p
basis for expecting
frame duration to influence whether adaptation is
selective to the motion directions perceived during the
adaptation interval (selective adaptation of horizontal
motion detectors was indicated by increased perception
of vertical motion for the test quartet following adaptation to the 1.25 aspect ratio quartetwith 495 compared to
195 msec frame durations).
In conclusion, the results of this study suggest a
separation between the activation (and adaptation) of
motion detectors and the actual perception of motion.
This is consistentwith Logothetisand Schall’s(Logothetis & Schall, 1989)observationsof directionallyselective
neurons in the superior temporal SUICUS
of monkeys.
They found that the responseof some neuronsto gratings
moving in their preferred directionwas suppressedwhen
a binocularly rivalrous grating moving in the opposite
direction determined the perceived motion direction;the
responseof other neuronsdependedonly on whether they
were stimulated by a grating moving in their preferred
direction, regardless of the motion direction that was
perceived. That stability-predicted adaptation can be
obtained for unperceived as well as perceived pattern
features indicates that adaptation occurs prior to the
determinationof which activated pattern features will be
realized in perceptual experience.
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